My Misery Muse

First young love gets sidetracked by
dreams that take them on two different
journeys, but an unknown bond brings
them back together again. Devi Porter an
up-and-coming tattoo artist in Dallas is
trying to live her life as best as possible,
but never able to forget the love she had
with Seth. Seth a bassist for the popular
band My Misery Muse is struggling with
his fellow band members with the lifestyle
that he now lives. The band decides to go
home to Dallas to work on their latest
album as well as to work out their
problems out from under the glare of the
media. Seth and Devi meet up again and
both realize they have a lot to work out
between themselves as well. As they get
reacquainted life and obstacles are thrown
at them at them at every turn are they able
to overcome them to become the family
neither really had.
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